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THE 1 1 P RI N C I P L ES O F BL A ZIN G SWA N
Blazing Swan is understood not only as an event,
but as a way of life lived consistently with these 11 Principles.
They are meant to be taken as a whole, as a set of commonly-understood values.

RADICAL INCLUSION
Anyone may be a part of Blazing Swan. We welcome and respect the
stranger. No pre-requisites exist for participation in our community.
Every person in our community is a valued member.

GIFTING
Blazing Swan is devoted to acts of gifting: giving freely, without expectations of
return or exchange. The value of a gift is unconditional. A gift is anything given in
this spirit, whether it is a physical item, a service or performance, or something less
tangible, such as friendship or companionship. Everyone has gifts to give.

DECOMMODIFICATION
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social
environments that are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or
advertising. We stand ready to protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist
the substitution of consumption for participatory experience.

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE
Blazing Swan encourages the individual to discover,
exercise and rely on his or her inner resources.

RADICAL SELF-EXPRESSION
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No
one other than the individual or a collaborating group can determine its
content. It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should
respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.
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COMMUNAL EFFORT
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. Volunteers
are the life force of our community. We strive to produce, promote, and
protect social networks, public spaces, works of art, and methods of
communication that support such interaction.

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
We value civil society. Community members who organise events
should assume responsibility for public welfare and endeavour to
communicate civic responsibilities to participants.

LEAVE NO TRACE
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving
no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. We clean up after
ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in a
better state than when we found them.

PATI C I PATI ON
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to
leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. We
clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave
such places in a better state than when we found them.

I MM EDI ACY
Be Here Now. We seek to overcome barriers that stand between us
and a recognition of our inner-selves, the reality of those around us,
participation in society, and contact with a natural world. Be aware of
yourself, of others, of your surroundings and your place in our
community and the world. No idea can substitute for this experience.
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CONSENT

THE ELEVENTH PRINCIPLE OF BLAZING SWAN
Respect the autonomy of the individual.
Every person has the right to make
decisions about their own body, property,
and personal space.
What you see as a gift might be a curse if
it is unwelcome (or unwanted), so when
giving a gift, entering someone’s personal
space, taking a photo or video, or using
someone’s property, ask permission first.
Only proceed if there is consent between
all parties.

Do not ever assume that you have
consent based upon what a person is
wearing or how they are acting. Consent
must be mutual, definite, and given
consciously, and persons are free to
change their mind at any time.
Remember that consent for one act does
not imply consent for all acts, and consent
given once does not mean that you have
consent every time. No always means no.

Image from projectconsent.com

COMMUNITY PHOTOGRAPHERS
You can identify community
photographers at Blazing Swan
with their ID number, so you
connect with them later. Don’t
feel like being photographed?
Just say no thanks, and party on!
blazingswan.com/comms/photography

COMMUNITY
Photographer
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THEME CAMPS
Find locations on the map - Page 26

AIDING AND A-BETTING
Roll the dice, flip a card
or spin the wheel to seal your fate.

Life's a game, wanna play?" Come and
chance your luck at Aiding and
A-Betting.With Russian
Roulette cocktail hour, feasting sessions
of Beef Brisket, Grilled Cheese and Jerk
Chicken, pimping and beautification from
Peace, Love and Polish and music from
Miss Fortune. Will you have to Twerk
for your Jerk, be Cheesy for your Grilled
Cheese or be Brave for your Brisket? Be
Serenaded or Sing for your supper? Will
you have a winning hand or have to lend
a hand? Will you be made up or undone?
Dressed up or dressed down? On the
lash or get new lashes? Will you nail it or
get polished off? Will you get roped in or
totally unraveled? One thing's for sure,
we're here to Aid and A-Bet you, so you
can bet you are in for a unique
experience every visit.

ALLIANCE

A journey into sound, light
and hyperspace.
Alliance Crew land again on planet Kulin,
bringing their favourite flavours of big
beats, galactic visuals and good times.
Join us in our sub-12-parsec hunk of junk
and be at one with beings from other
systems. This year (Blazing Swan Episode
IV), Alliance's New Hope is that you enjoy
their fun loving DJs' atmospheric tunes,
including special invite Meat Katie,
sample the otherworldly tastes of our
alien barmen's punches (bring your
vessel), and let your eyes feast on
interplanetary visuals.

AMANDALAND

A creative zone for making jewelley,
painting drawing.

APRAPS

THE ANTI-PRECLUDIAN READING
& PERFORMANCE SOCIETY
Hosting the Blazing Swan
Free Library & Lounge
We celebrate books, writing, reading and
performance. All of our 3,000 books are
free to borrow and free to keep. Browse
and relax in our library lounge, or join us for
our workshops and talking circles. Try your
skills at ancient and oriental board games,
and a few of the latest design as well. We
are open from 9 till 9 each day at the
furthest end of Infinite Loop.

ARUMA

Aruma is a Nyoongah word for "happy".
We are a collective of artists, DJ’s, and
creative creatures. Our aim is to take you
on wonderfully joy filled trips with an art
truck complete with sound system for
mobile happiness. Our aim is to take you
on wonderfully joy filled trip!
BAKERY PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

THE BAKE SALE

Tasty treats alongside tastier beats.
Well thought out compliments are our
preferred condiments. This year at
Blazing Swan we are building a positive
environment under the theme of a bake
sale; to include sound and visual
productions as well as providing baked
confectionary items where the only
commodities are our baked goods and
your good times!
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CAMPASSION
A safe space to land

BANANA BOMBA
The Banana Bomba dome is a meeting
point for friends, and randoms who
become friends! Listen to music, enjoy a
freshly made banana smoothy, and hang
out! Check with us for yoga and
meditation sessions to elevate the spirit,
and snuggle in our extra soft dome
cuddle-puddle. We will also have drawing
workshops to participate in!

BLACK LAGOON
Stimulation, rejuvenation,
coffee and conversation.

Delve into the caffeinated depths of the
Black Lagoon where weird and wonderful
creatures gather in a morning rituals. The
Lagoon provides a comfortable space for
Blazers to gather and relax, while
enjoying deep discussions and learning
knew things. By providing a ‘morning
service’ we’ll be completing the day-night
cycle of life at the festival, offering a
place to recap the night before while
preparing for another day of adventure.
They say that coffee ignited the Age of
Enlightenment, so we encourage
intelligent conversation and deep
thought experiments. Play our
“whadayareckon?” game to share
opinions and engage in friendly debates.
Enter the “Truth Tent” in which no lie may
be spoken, make a confession or answer
questions you may have never been
asked before.

CampPassion aims to restore harmony
where there is disconnect, balance where
there is imbalance and safety where
there is fear. People will be able to gather
and seek support within the community
through a peer-based form of support.
Where appropriate experienced
CampPassion Staff will offer guidance,
Safety Planning and where possible will
link with a persons' community to ensure
they feel safe and have a plan. The
ultimate goal is to restore peace and
minimise the impact it has on their
Blazing Swan experience. Services will be
non-intrusive, non-judgmental and
inclusive of the person and their care
group.
There will be various activities including
face painting, movie nights, arts&crafts,
yoga and mindfulness exercises, sound
healing, nature walks, peer support
groups and assorted awesomeness
through out the week.
we will also have cacao, teas and tonics
to help soothe and calm and a nutritionist
on site to help with good grub advice!
CampPassion is open 24/7 an will be
based near the medic tent so if you need
a place to land, Drop in anytime to have a
tea, chat, chill, to feel safe and to share
anything in your mind! Look out for each
other and have a great time!
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CAMP UNICORN
POWWWWERRR!
Do you want to go somewhere where
nothing is happening 90% of the time?
Do you like crafting and gluing shit to
your tits? Do you find you are easily
talked into showing people your willy and
then more often than not ridiculed
because of the way it looks? Are you
unsure of whether you are a homosexual
or just longing for the bedroom you had
back when you were a seven year old
girl? Are you uncomfortable with who you
are and think getting a new outfit will
somehow change things? Is the highlight
of your year marching around looking
like a dickhead while some obnoxious
bitch yells obscenities at you?
Camp Unicorn Power aims to:
Raise unicorn awareness,
Fight for unicorn rights and sovereignty,
Spread misinformation & love,
Get people naked, and
Make people feel uncomfortable.

CHILL CAMP
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DREAM GALLERY
A space to breathe

Dream Gallery is the space where you
come to breathe, exhale and mellow out.
Float in from the madness and find
yourself in an open and aware space
adorned with softly swaying skybeds,
undulating mounds of soft cushions and
many a whispered conversations.
Outside you are given the beauty of
hypnotic movement as our special fire
dances and flirts with the lands every
breathe. Come share, come rest, come
mellow out, come sleep, come be
yourself.... shoowaa shoowaa
shanananananaaaaaa

EXQUISITE FOOT
Chilled Art Zone

We have art, ping pong, sporadic foot
baths, nipple dipping and overly dramatic
compliment delivery services with a twist.

FAR AWAY TREE TRIBE

Blazing Swans Outdoor Cinema

A place where whimsy and love collide,
exploding into a glitter rainbow

A place to showcase films and doco's by
local artists in a quiet and peaceful family
friendly environment, where people can
experience something different in a
chilled space. We will screen films each
night of the Blazing Swan Festival from
dusk till at least 3am; showing a variety of
shorts, parodies, experimental films, art
films, cult films, Blazing Swan related
videos and more.

A daytime camp for all Cats, Kings,
Queens, Lovebirds, Unicorns,
Nightingales and Free-Spirits who want
to sing and play under the Far Away Tree.
A place of whimsical adventure and
fantastical costumes with a glittering of
the unexpected. You can find us on the
FATT side of Jilakin Rock - just follow the
yellow dirt road or the hookah smoking
caterpillar.
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FLUFF BOX

GOD SAID NO

Pop-up and roving random fun-making

Come party under the Pyramid

"Pop-up and roving crew Fluff Box were
born out of a costume box, glitter,
discarded bicycles, a trampoline, a
welder and a love of birthday suits. Built
on a short attention span and misguided
enthusiasm, Fluff Box is where family fun
meets family making fun. It’s where
trashy feels wholesome and wholesome
gets trashy. Expect the unexpected along
your usual path; poorly planned competitions, pampering, venereal-responsible
foul-mouthed fairies, and other random
cheeky delights. Check the Town Clock
notice board for more happenings and
keep an eye out for rogue surprises on
the street. ...And don't forget to get
YOUR box fluff'd this Blazing Swan!"

Enter the God Said No pyramid. Over the
years God Said No has become a focal
point of the Blazing Swan community
who enjoy letting loose & dancing away
until the early hours. Building on from
previous years GSN will be hosting yoga,
ecstatic dance & other various activities
throughout the daylight hours. Come
nightfall the pyramid will erupt with sound
blasting through the Funktion One sound
system with the soundtrack provided by
the best DJs Jilakin Rock City has to offer.
This year you will enjoy the
ultra-impressive pyramid structure you
know and love, with a hefty increase in
lighting, production and psychedelic
decor. Come on down and inspect the
blackboard of events which will be
updated regularly during the week.
Expect impromptu yoga from the
MoVeMeNt MaDdNeSs gang, dance
parties from the Liberators and maybe a
touch of karaoke hear and there.

FORT SWAN

Fort Swan builds entertaining art vehicles
and provides a space where the inner
beast is welcome. We aim to provide an
experience that is both exciting and
inspiring. Through the year we work with
our members to unlock their inner
creativity and bring that creativity to the
Blaze for all to enjoy. We deliver arts and
entertainment from behind the wire with
military themed expression of creativity
and thirst for life.

HIGH TIDE

Keep heavy heads afloat
After a wet soggy finish last year, we are
expanding! Our original crew is putting
on tunes, brews, food and activities for all
to enjoy in our new "waterproof" shelter.
A camp where you can lose your legs,
lose your head, find your heart and find
new friends.

GREASY PIRATES
Full grease!

The Greasy Pirates invade the Blazing
Swan for their third year, to provide the
greasiest possible entertainment with a
pumping bar serving only the most
delicious pirate swill. The GP will be
gifting sweet music to the masses by
helping everyone to get down on the DF
by shaking your rump in the air til ur sea
legs are sore. Want to set sail then jump
on board there vessel the "Sludge
Smuggler" which includes everything
from a stripper pole, bar, DF & pumping
dirty beats. Can't wait to get Greasy!
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GRINGO

Clothes Swap
Clothe the people of Blazing Swan!

HUCKLEBERRYS FARM
Hot Buttered Corn

We are cooking and distributing organic
sweet corn each afternoon over the fire
and hotplate, served with various condiments. This delicious sweet corn has
been grown and harvested by ourselves
the old fashioned way over the previous
months, on a private property in the
Swan Valley. Get it while it’s hot! Come
on in, sit on a hay bale and expect
spontaneous hoedowns with thigh
slapping, boot shaking bluegrass music.
Come along dressed as one of our
animal friends – such as a onsie or
animal costume!

I SCREAM KARAOKE
I scream you scream
we all scream for ice cream!!!!

Look and listen out for I Scream Karaoke
where you can enjoy coconut ice cream
loaded with tasty extras!!! Your just going
to have to scream for it!!! Come along for
happy hours in the afternoon to lay
down your favorite jams on our karaoke
stage and don't hold back!!! You can also
join DJ sing-a-long for some drinks in the
evening's where we will host "eat your
heart out" , "back in the days", and "I
scream rock and roll" We will also have a
waffle on for comedians, poets and those
with something to say and a Juicy
Monday DJ mix & mash up dance party!
So come along and don't forget to take
off your shell!!!
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JUICY TOOTIES
A small juice bar with a sun sail with rugs
and cushions for people to sit on with
relaxing chilled music.

KALEIDOSCOPE
MANDALA
Kaleidoscope Mandala is dedicated to
sacred geometry, communal art, yoga
and the sharing of food. We provide nasi
goreng breakfasts to reggae music as
well as a yoga space, communal art
projects, a soup kitchen and cups of tea,
coffee and cocoa to the Blazing Swan
Community.

KAMP KOASIS
Kamp Koasis are a group of cross-eyed
crooked vagabonds, and extremely
attractive trash bags who like to throw
sweaty delicious parties, brew delicious
fermented beverages, knock together
the one and only janky palace
(waterproof this year!), educate folk that
being green is the coolest and give
punters days of epic entertainment!

LIVE CAMP
Live Camp is a live music haven!
Previously named Jam Camp.
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LOLLIPOP VILLAGE
The Lollipop Village offers a space for all
of Blazing Swan’s families to join together
and create a fun world for the festival’s
children to play, share, and enjoy being
around other children.

MOONBASE
Domes and beauty

The MOONBASE is back this year with
the magic you've come to expect,
reformed and restructured to create a
space for blazers to relax and escape the
elements, enjoy nightly light shows, some
relaxing music and movies, with a fully
stocked H2O bar to keep you energized
and hydrated.

MOVEMENT MADDNESS
We want to offer a range of modalities for
expression, encouraging you to try
something new, and discovering even
more ways of expressing yourself
through creativity.
Be it movement of the paintbrush on
canvas, charcoal on paper, the body as it
flies through a flowing acro or yoga
sequence, the spinning of fire sticks or
the twirling of hoops... the way the body
flows through movement in an ecstatic
dance. Have you ever entered that
trance like meditative state from an
ecstatic dance? It is blissful.

NO LIMIT
SOUND SYSTEM
An electronic music sound camp, with a
colourful visual show, daily events, crazy
games and tasty sangria with plenty of
smiles! Discover fresh techno music from
European DJ’s, from slow BMP to super
fast techno!

OUTRIGGER ISLAND
Immerse yourself in
tropical Polynesian dreams.

Be part of our ritual music and dancing.
And sample the cocktails that we've
become famous for! Outrigger Island and
it's inhabitants have returned again to the
main land. This time with our new bar
stilted up to keep all our guests warm
and dry! It's always the tropics at the
island! This year is full of new liquid
delights, more of TCB's shrunken heads
and buried treasures to find!

PAPAZAHNS

Cocktails, Coffee, Beats and Treats.
All the lush to move your feet.
Lavish & indulgent, we invite you to
transform your reality. Uniting with our
American sister camp ‘Anita Cocktail’,
PapaZahns brings you ten years of
Burning Man magic. Set your senses
ablaze with an abundance of coffee,
cocktails, beats and treats. Out of this
world theme nights and amusements
including but not limited to, the
internationally famous grundy walk off, lip
sync battle, Sexy Jesus Competition and
White temple procession ceremony.

THEME CAMPS A-Z
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POM POM PALACE
The Pom Pomp Palace is place to polish
your pom pom proficiency to perfection
and participate in a parade of peculiar
pastimes! World Pomination!

RAINBOW TRIBE

Body Painting & Body Marbling!
Join Rainbow Tribe for face and BODY
PAINTING daily, HENNA art, and now
BODY MARBLING! Drop in to our Cracks
& Sacks beauty parlour for your very own
vagazzling & di’jazzling service! Every
body is welcome and celebrated. Join us
on Friday night for our UV BODY PAINT
PARTY, and all day Saturday for our
Elemental BODY ART EXHIBITION.

ROPESPACE

Kinbaku: Japanese Rope Art
From comforting floor ties to challenging
suspensions, RopeSpace is the place to
see, learn and experience everything
about the exquisite Japanese art of
Kinbaku. We aim to share the
communicative and connective side of
this esoteric art form.

SANTUARY
Sanctuary is a clean white space
focusing the mind away from visual
stimuli and enhancing other senses. A
journey into live electronic soundscapes
responding to the environment,
Sanctuary music will present organically
generated soundscapes using sounds
collected from Blazing Swan, arranged
and sequenced in real time.

SERENE GREEN
The name says it all really but leaves out
“FOOD”. We’re big on food. We cook BIG
meals and always actively recruit
assistance from consumers far and near.
Especially dazed, emaciated ones.
Comfort is paramount and the
imagination of our fellow campers covers
the rest. Shade does too. Did I mention
music? We play it. Not late though. But
def for brekky!

SHADYNASTY’S
We’re excited to let everyone know our
Topless Pina Colada Paint Party is making
a return! Funky beats, fresh cocktails and
paper-mache-bust-casting, it’s bound to
be oodles of fun. And you know what you
can’t spell Drum and Bass without? RUM
and ASS! A new event at Shadynastys
we’ll be cranking our heaters and pulling
out the ball pit for the extra loose debut
of our Rums and Ass Drum and Bass
party! No mixers, no pants, and no sigh
trance! Rums and Bums is a jiggly bit of
fun and debauchery everyone can enjoy!

SOLAR MOON ORACLE
A solar light chill camp for traveling
people from camp to camp. IA place to
relax during the night
before/between/after party's.
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SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE
Take a deep breath, make a cup of tea
and then surrender to the plush comfort
of mountainous piles of cushions.
Welcome home friend. Shiva’s Tea House
is an oasis of calm and relaxation for the
weary blazer and the conscious
conversationalist. Take a deep breath,
make a cup of tea and then surrender to
the plush comfort of mountainous piles of
cushions. Now listen with intent… what
do you hear? The gentle reverberations
of a strumming guitar? The deep hum of
a didgeridoo? The ethereal tones of a
hapi drum? Maybe it’s a soft voice telling
a story, or a passionate talk on an
awe-inspiring topic.

STEAMPUNK PANCAKES
Cooking and gifting pancakes
to the Blazers.

We serve from 10am to 11am Thursday to
Monday of the Blaze, please bring your
own plate and enjoy our tasty delights,
and specialities from guest chefs! We
gather our ingredients from Kulin where
possible and you can feel good knowing
your pancakes have travelled low
kilometres to get to you. Steampunk
Pancakes is a kid friendly theme camp
that sees kids involved in the feeding of
the Blazing masses. We have seen
breakfast served come torrential rain or
sunshine at every Blaze to date and look
forward to seeing hungry breakfasters
through whatever the heavens throw at
us this year too. We are a family friendly
camp and enjoy a quieter part of Blazing
Swans camp grounds for successful
sleeps and happy families, all families
welcome.

SWASHBUCKLERS
Swashbucklers will be a no drugs or
alcohol camp suitable for all ages known
as “Your Place” between hours of 9am till
4pm. After 4pm Swashbucklers reverts to
a general area where smoking and
drinking will be allowed with in
respectable limits as will still be a family
friendly area.

SWEAT LODGE
A native American sweat lodge and fire
pit in which to heat up the rocks. Come
and experience a traditional native
American sweat lodge and prayer
ceremony.

TEENAGE JUNKYARD
Teenage Junkyard provides a space for
blaze families to bring their young adults
to Blazing Swan, allowing the new
generation of magnificent teens enjoy
their own awesome festival experience!
Featuring a lounging area by day – there
will be music, art, drama, jewelry making,
magic workshops and fun activities
galore!

THE ASSOCIATES
We are a small, colourful camp exploring
the depths of our spiritual paths. From
alcoholics to day trippers, vegetarians to
flexitarians (who doesn't love bacon?!),
we love to boogy in ridiculous attire but
are never late to a board meeting. We
will also be mixing large drums of sangria
and mulled wine throughout the day
along with copious amounts of halloumi
for our cheese-dream lovers.
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THΣ CHURCH ΩF
ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ
DΣ∆TH, DΣSTRUCTIΩΠ,
M∆ΨHΣM, ΒΩΩZΣ!
It has been a year since the inception of
THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ and in
that short year this theme camp has
proven to be a worthy addition to Blazing
Swan and a place of sanctified watering
hole of worship to the booze gods. The
dark church on the hill returns this year
after two successful fundraisers to bring
you all that you have come to expect and
more. Debauched nights of Heavy Metal,
Cock Rock night, Dark Synthwave,
Hellbilly's Deluxe, Corn of the C.O.B. and
the triumphant return of 'DEAD BY
DAWN' the bar rumoured to be serving
the best cocktails in Kulin will all appear
in our mystical space for your devout
enjoyment. REMEMBER-when the cross is
BURNING the Church is ROCKING so
bring your diciples through the mire to
the hill and party the night away with
some of the best ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠTS this side
of Jilakin Rock City. BEWARE OF NUNS
WITH FLAMETHROWERS!!

T.H.E. CAMP

The Tin Horse Experience
Ever wondered why Kulin is surrounded
by weird horses made out of metal and
other junk? We are a local family who has
contributed nearly 20 large tin horses to
the Kulin West Tin Horse Highway over
the past 20 years and we would like to
share our Tin Horse Experience with you.
T.H.E. Camp is a comfy daytime chill zone
for all ages. Our Dragon BBQ will be
pumping out chocolate filled damper at
various times of the day so drop on by
and sample what Kulin locals can offer.
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THE BIRD NEST
A giant bird cage serving as a chill space
in the day and small friendly dance/chill
vibe at night.

THE LAB

Psyence Theme Camp
- Get Experimental
The Lab is a zone inspired by the
romance and charm of turn of the century
science labs fused with visions of the
future!! – think Edison bulbs meets UV,
neon and lasers. We have a large,
comfortable and welcoming creative
space, sheltered from the elements &
filled with sensual delights. Our aim to be
accommodating and inclusive by
arranging party nights to cater for
different tastes in music and activities. In
the same spirit, provide a wide range of
daytime activities. Come check out our
“Todays Experiments Board” for a day to
day scheduling on events and artists
QUARANTINE ZONE
This year, we are excited about the large
sheltered chill space that is the
Quarantine zone! Located within “The
Lab” compound is the Quarantine Zone,
a dedicated chill space filled with
comforts, refreshments and digital
delights. Come enjoy a Nitrogen infused
green tea! Or have a play with some
body mapped visual projections. Playing
chemically chilled tunes for your ears to
easily bond with. Whilst at night providing
films aimed at relaxing your thalamus and
pleasing your Auditory Cortex.
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TWISTED JAH

Twisted tunes to twist your brain
Wicked-funky tunes in 3D sound to
include everything from country to
hardcore psytrance. Sessions will include
ambient to reggae that warm up to faster
beats as the day warms up to night. All
night DJ sets will continue until the sun
comes up every morning. Relaxed stage
and space on the floor to chill or dance
or just be yourself. Special events
throughout the week TBA as we go.

THE LOVE WIZARD

Assisting with Magical Love Energy
Manifestations, Healing Assistance and
All-round Blazer Love Journey Fun and
Support
Here to share the magical expansion of
the multiple-dimensional natural sensual
love we are :). including Magical Love
Tours, universal love interactive
talks/workshops, group meditations
and personalised inner-journeys with
respect to personal boundaries. A spot
for random love meetups, lovely
shananigans, cupid surprises,
anonymous love letters/bombs/farts
and an abundance of other lovely
customised possibilities for all, each to
their own, even all you indigo and crystal
kids, rainbow warriors, starchildren and
starseeds out there; I see you <3

THE POOLROOM
The Poolroom is a small on-street walk-in
bar and lounge area, gifting drinks and
more! We aim to provide a fun location
for blazers to call in for a drink and a
laugh with the friendly Poolroom crew.

WYVERNIA

We are building a wyvern – a mystical
dragon! This will be a large static fire
breathing sculpture. The camp will also
hold 3 workshops based on dragon
themes. At this stage two of the workshops will involve clay and one will
involve water colour paints.

TRIBAL TRIBE

The Dojo of Drum and Dance.
Teepees and domes flank an open space
for morning Yoga, daytime martial arts
instruction and nighttime drumming and
world music DJs. Coloured Shade sails
waft in the breeze above as we find our
groove and discover our rhythmic spirit.
Fire twirlers spin to your drums of
passion.

XYZ

XYZ is back, providing a serene and
calming space equipped with user-friendly synthesiser modules that will allow
visiting Blazers to create their own
ambient electronic soundscapes. We also
provide a space for guided meditation
sessions and water-colour painting.
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HAVE A CRAZY IDEA
FOR BLAZING SWAN?
Every theme camp, art piece, and mutant
art vehicle you see at Blazing Swan is
someone’s brilliant idea that has been
gifted for you to enjoy.
Do you have a crazy idea for next year’s
blaze? Gather some friends and make it
happen!
• Blazing Swan art grants and theme
camp grants are available to help
contribute towards your project.
• Get support from our community of
creative and technical burners.

THE V-SPOT
VOLUNTEERING
AT BLAZING SWAN
Enjoying your Blaze? Want to take the
principles of immediacy, gifting,
participation, communal effort and civic
responsibility to the next level? Easy…jump
in as a volunteer at V-Spot.
• Help out at a Theme Camp: Stop-by the
camp of your choice, introduce yourself
and ask if there’s anything you can do to
help (think washing dishes, tidying-up etc.)
• Stand in with the Perimeter Crew at effigy
or temple burn. Sign-up at Camp Hart and
attend the short briefing at 5pm on burn
night.

• Use the Swan’s Nest, our warehouse
headquarters in Fremantle. Space, tools
and technical support available.

• Initiate a spontaneous MOOP sweep of
public spaces.

What are you waiting for? Join our
community online to get the ball rolling!

• Don’t want to leave on Tuesday? Join The
MOOP Troop or pack down crew for a
couple of days and help make sure that we
leave no trace (meals & shower provided!).

Website
blazingswan.com.au
Unofficial Community Group
fb.com/groups/BlazingSwanCommunity
Blaze of Our Lives - eNewsletter
blazingswan.com.au/blaze-of-our-lives

During the event, stop-by our V-Spot
blackboard at CAMP HART to find out
about volunteer opportunities whenever
you’re in the mood.

EVENTS
Events subject to change. Check it out in real life, and listen to the grapevine!

E V E R Y DAY
BLAZING
CHAINSAW SCULPTURE
FROM WEDNESDAY 12PM
By PYRATE
At SOUTH-EAST of KAMP KOASIS
Put on some ear muffs and watch a live
action chainsaw sculpture come to life.
The sculpture sessions will be everyday
through out Blaze.

CAMP SHIT GIFT
WINE ‘N’ CHEESE
TASTING
1PM
WENESDAY to MONDAY
By CAMP SHIT GIFT
AT MYSTERY LOCATIONS
Camp Shit Gift presents: Fancy wine n
cheese tasting, WEDNESDAY through to
MONDAY, 1PM until we run out... come
indulge, partake, imbibe, let's see just
how good those fancy WA palates are!

SCOTCH
ON THE ROCK
AT FOUR O’CLOCK
EVERY DAY At COCKTAIL O’CLOCK
By SCOTCH ON THE ROCK
At CAVE ROCK
Civilised and discerning Blazers are
invited to join us for Scotch Old Fashioned's at the cocktail hour each and
every day on Cave Rock. Dress to
impress in your cocktail finest!

MARGE,
THE RAINS ARE 'ERE!
FROM 2PM
THU - FRI - SAT - SUN
HUCKLEBERRY’S FARM
Organically grown, hand-reared corn
barbecued to near perfection over wood
coals for an appetising afternoon delight.
Come get your corn from 2pm each
afternoon, douse it in butter (vegan
option) and tickle your tastebuds with the
selection of delicious rubs, shakes and
magic. If you are lucky you may even
catch Huckleberry himself throwing down
his hoe with his favourite farmhands and
furry friends.

E V E R Y DAY
MESSAGE BOARD

CAMPA PALOOZA

ALL WEEK!
AT BANANA BOMBA

THURSDAY to SUNDAY
12PM - 3PM
at FAR AWAY TREE TRIBE

Leave a message for a friend, draw a
picture or see what's about to go down at
the Banana Bomba Message Board.

Campa Palooza is a daytime mini-festival
where you can eat hot chips and listen to
FATT beats, play some Blazing Beer
Pong or singalong with Karaoke Ugly.

POM POM MAKING
WORKSHOPS

From midday to 3pm, Thursday through
Sunday, the Palooza is your oyster...

EVERY DAY 12PM- 1:30PM
POM POM PALACE

HOT CHIPS - Bring your own plate or
bowl and enjoy some freshly cooked
chips with all your favourite sauces.

Every midday, come our way to learn the
sacred art of Pom Pom.

CRAFTERNOONS
EVERY DAY 2PM- 4PM
POM POM PALACE & SURROUNDS
All manner of crafty intrigues! Learn many
an eclectic, elusive or esoteric art at the
hands of an enthusiast. Check the board
outside for daily particulars!

WHERE'S WIZARD?
ALL WEEK
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
By THE LOVE WIZARD

An interactive "Where's Wally?" style
game. The Love Wizard will Gift you a
customized, intuitive, magical expression
of love for your journey with respect to
personal boundaries.

BLAZING BEER PONG - Who will be this
year's Beer Pong Champion?
PALACE OF FABULARISATION - Be
resplendent. Be magnificent. And, most
importantly, be fabulous. Enter the Palace
of Fabularisation and let one of our
artistes take care of all your fabulising
needs - face painting, head massages
and hair styling.
KAROAKE UGLY / LIKE HYMNS BUT
BETTER - A double-sided singalong fest.
Karaoke Ugly invites you to singalong
and dance to some classic singer-songwriter / 90's pop floor fillers - think no
lights no lycra but with lights and hopefully lycra! Like Hymns but Better will be a
more downbeat acoustic session of the
same songs only this time with hymn
sheets and the chords, the bringing of
instruments and your best singing voices
is encouraged for this one.
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W E D N E S DAY

CHEMICAL BOND
WEDNESDAY 5PM - 9PM
At QUARANRINE ZONE
At THE LAB

We’ll be opening the quarantine zone too
all for a meet n greet. Come down and
meet the mad scientists that are the lab
crew! We’ll be exploring the scientifically
perfect way to brew a cup of tea. Then
infuse it with Nitrogen!

BASS IN THE
PLACE KULIN!
WED 7PM - THU 5AM
At ALLIANCE

DnB, breaks and all round bassiness will
roll out of the sound system tonight
accompanied by the sweet tastes of
Alliance's special rum punch in this come
as you are shape busting event.

SCOTCH
ON THE ROCK
AT FOUR O’CLOCK
WEDNESDAY
(AND EVERY DAY)
At COCKTAIL O’CLOCK
At CAVE ROCK
Civilised and discerning Blazers are
invited to join us for Scotch Old Fashioned's at the cocktail hour each and
every day on Cave Rock. Dress to
impress in your cocktail finest!

COMMUNAL
EFFORT
Coopertion and collaboration. Do you see
someone setting up their tent? Offer a hand
and a hug, and make some new friends!

T H U R S DAY
MASS PHOTO SHOOT
THURSDAY 9AM - 10:30AM
at TNUC ROCK
by APRAPS
Ordinary is not what we're here for.
Bring yourself, bring your friends,
bring your neighbors to TNUC Rock
for a once in a lifetime experience - a
mass nude photo shoot!

Being nude with a stranger can be
awkward, but being nude with hundreds
of others is amazingly easy. The activity
will be professionally (and tastefully)
photographed and we have safety and
consent protocols. Don't be the person
who 'wished they were there', challenge
yourself and remember this - Ordinary
has no place in OUR extraordinary
world. Gear off! Blaze on!

T H U R S DAY

Events subject to change. Check it out in real life, and listen to the grapevine!

NUDE YOGA
THURSDAY 10AM - 11AM
By JOEY and AIMEE
at RAINBOW TRIBE
Wake up, grab your mat and secure your
spot for a healthy morning vinyasa flow.
This class is for the comfortable nudie or
the not so comfortable but wanting to be
- this class will make you feel as
LIBERATED, FREE and ALIVE! Let go of
your ego and connect with yourself
through this spiritual and ancient
practice. You are welcomed here, as
your whole entire self in your most pure
and vulnerable form for your own
personal growth....namaste.

CAMPA PALOOZA
FAR AWAY TREE TRIBE
STARTS TODAY - See Page 19
Hot Chips, Beer Pong and Kareoke!

SOUND JOURNEY
THU 10AM - 11AM
at GOD SAID NO
One hour of blissful vibrational mediation
with gongs, crystal bowls and various
percussion lead by Kym Ivanac.

SACRED GEOMETRY 1:01
DRAWING WORKSHOP
THURSDAY 10AM - 10:30AM
at BANANA BOMBA
Sacred Geometry brings a symbolic
meaning to the forms, patterns, relationships that are found in the geometric
realm. Some say Sacred Geometry is the
blueprint of creation, and the beginning
of form. This workshop takes a brief look
at a handful of the most prolific yet basic
symbols of Sacred Geometry. With the
use of a compass, pencil and a ruler
participants will be introduced to some of
the simple aspects of artistic constructions of Sacred Geometry.

MENTAL ILLNESS
ON THE PLAYA
PRESENTATION
THURSDAY 11AM - 2PM
At RAINBOW TRIBE
Come and hear some chilled presentations from fellow burners suffering
various mental afflictions and illnesses.
From Nevada to Israel we will have
stories and advice on how to survive on
the harshest of playa and make sure you
stay safe and healthy mentally and
physically. There will be talks, activities
and discussion time in a safe and
welcoming environment. See you there!

EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE! CHECK IN-REAL-LIFE AND LISTEN TO THE GRAPEVINE!
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T H U R S DAY
MASSAGE WORKSHOP

CLECTIC KIRTAN

THURSDAY 2PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE

THURSDAY 4PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE

No prior skills necessary!

A guided participation in the ancient
practice of ecstatic sacred song.

THEME CAMP
SPEED DATING
(THEME CAMP TOUR)
THU 2PM - 4PM
by FLUFF BOX
Starts at The ClockTower
Back by popular demand. Come with us
for a speedy introduction to a bunch of
the Theme Camps. Camps are given a
short time to tell you what they're about,
impress you and give you reason to
return before we ukulele you away to the
next one. It's the perfect way to learn the
layout and see what parts of Jilakin Rock
City entice you. Last year involved slap
shots, speed body painting, pom pom
wars, clothes swaps and finished with a
huge cinnamon scroll. Who knows how
the camps will fight for your attention this
time?

CORN OF THE C.Ω.Β.

THU - FRI - SAT FROM 1PM
at THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ
Corn of The C.O.B. Returns at 1pm on
each of the days of our major events at
THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ.
Cooked over our infamous FIRE and
coated with generous amounts of butter
and sriracha C.O.B. Corn is a delight that
will warm the darkest of souls.

DOOF STICK
MAKING WORKSHOP
THURSDAY 1PM - 4PM
at ALLIANCE

Come and learn how to make and keep
your very own doof stick!.

LOW TEA

THURSDAY 2PM - 4PM
by CAFE U ‘N Tea
at ALLIANCE
If you like your twinings in a fine china
cup, this afternoon tea ain't for you! But if
you're up for a challenge, join the
C.U.N.Ts and spin the roulette wheel to
learn which task you must complete to
earn your reward. It could be a physical
challenge, or perhaps a brain teaser or
maybe even out of your comfort zone!.

MARGE,
THE RAINS ARE 'ERE!
FROM 2PM
THU - FRI - SAT - SUN
HUCKLEBERRY’S FARM

Organically grown, hand-reared corn
barbecued to near perfection over wood
coals for an appetising afternoon delight.
Come get your corn from 2pm each
afternoon, douse it in butter (vegan option)
and tickle your tastebuds with the selection of delicious rubs, shakes and magic.

T H U R S DAY
05

BAT COUNTRY
THURSDAY 5PM - FRI 5AM
at ALLIANCE
Starting with an all welcome cheeky
Thursday arvo Hula Hoop workshop with
the Alliance lovelies, Alliance will bring a
""Bat Country""/Hawaiian themed night of
Techno goodness featuring guest
performer Meat Katie and Alliance's
hooligan DJ's. Prepare your best Hawaiian shirt and pair of classic Rayban
shooters and report to the start line.
The bar will be serving Hawaiian AND
rum punches, so don't forget your vessel!

TOPLESS PINA COLADA
PAINT PARTY
THURSDAY 4PM - LATE
at SHADYNASTY'S
Do you like pina Coladas? And long
walks in possible rain? Come visit Shadynasty’s for our annual Topless Pina
Colada Paint Party. Boobies, Bra’s,
corset’s and man busts of all sizes are
welcome! Come have a fruity cocktail,
get painted up then bust out with your
bust out! Our infamously funky fresh Pulp
Glitchin’ DJ’s will be playing the most
sensual selections of Ghettofunk and
Glitch Hop to get your Swan party
started.

REST ASSURED
- A SLEEP SEMINAR

THE ART OF NOT SLEEPING

THURSDAY 6PM - 7PM
at DREAM GALLERY

THURSDAY 5PM - FRI 7AM
at GOD SAID NO

How well do you sleep? Are you waking
up tired and irritable? Are you stressed,
drained, or overworked? Rest assured...
at the Dream Gallery we will introduce to
you how important it is to sleep and
dream. In this seminar we will discuss the
science behind sleep, show you why
sleep is needed (more than sex and
food), and offer you some practical
solutions on better sleep. This seminar is
for people who are sick and tired of
being "sick and tired. Limited spaces so
check for times and dates for available
sessions throughout the week at the
dream gallery; a destination for not just to
sleep and dream but also a place to
improve your waking life.

TAONS will be back at God Said No for
the second year running. Bringing you
the best in deep, progressive and
melodic house & techno. Expect to get
lost in the music and dance all the way
from the early evening to the early
morning. Sounds will be provided by
some of Perth’s finest masters of the
musical journey including JimiJ, NuPhoria, Anonymous Prankster and Ranton Els
and more to be announced. For those
that love thoughtful music with a meaning as well as a driving dance floor vibe,
this is the party for you.

TAONS
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T H U R S DAY
05

FIRE JAM

THURSDAY 7PM - 9PM
at FIRE TRIBE
Burn all the things!!! Gather your fire
loving friends and come on down for 2
hours of mad fiery fun, straight after
sunset. We provide the fire fuel, safety
gear, burn space and tunes, you provide
the fire toys and crazy moves. Can't spin?
Then come to marvel and cheer at the
spectacle before you. Be there!

PERIODIC TABLE
OF BLAZE
THURSDAY 8PM - FRI 3AM
At THE LAB

It’s Elemental & the periodic table is back.
Join in as we together discover just what
are the…. Elements of Blazing Swan,
whilst grooving to the underground end
of the diverse trance spectrum
"

ΠΣΩΠ CRUCIFIX
THURSDAY 8PM - FRI 2AM
THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ
If you have not yet been exposed to the
dark synthesized sounds that emanate
from the cursed audio system within the
bowels of The Church then now is your
chance! For one night only ΠΣΩΠ
CRUCIFIX will tear your soul apart as
Church staple DJ Hatchet and The Pope
play the grimiest dank shit they can lay
their hands upon. Bar Dead By Dawn will
be open serving the coldest fresh
cocktails and beer until the early hours.
..go on, try something new!

IMMEDIACY
Be here, now! There is no better time
than now. So do it, and do it good!

MOONBASE
MOVIE NIGHT
THURSDAY 8PM
At MOONBASE
The MOONBASE illuminati proudly
present some of the finest films revolving
around space and the moon to remind us
of home, in the comfort of the luxurious
mega dome.

SONGS FROM A DOME
THURSDAY 8PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
Worldly voices return to Shiva’s Tea
House again this year. Join us after
dinner for an intimate evening of Music,
Song, Dance, and unique performances
before you venture into the wildness of
the night.

EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE! CHECK IN-REAL-LIFE AND LISTEN TO THE GRAPEVINE!

F R I DAY
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Events subject to change. Check it out in real life, and listen to the grapevine!

GOD SAID
YOGA RAVE

BODY SCIENCE
ASHTANGA YOGA

FRIDAY 9AM - 11:30AM
by MoVeMeNt MaDdNeSs
At GOD SAID NO

FRIDAY 9AM - 10:30AM
At THE LAB

Start your Friday FUNday with some
gentle yoga - Saluting the Sun, connecting with Breath - moving and stretching
those danced out muscles...
We then stop to breathe, to connect ...
before we begin a discovery of MoVeMeNt with sound and dance.

HORN-MAKING
WORKSHOP
FRIDAY 10AM - 3PM
at CAMP UNICORN
Get Horny make a horn! The Unicorn's
are getting ready to march but we need
to make you beautiful and Horny......We
have all the crafty supplies you could
dream of so come down and we will sort
you out ;)

MARCH OF THE
UNICORNS
FRIDAY 3PM
at CAMP UNICORN
Unicorns deserve to accepted in normal
society. WE MARCH FOR OUR RIGHTS!
Our right to be fabulous! Come to Camp
Unicorn in the morning to make your
horn and don't forget Rainbow Tribe will
paint the shit outa ya sexy bodies!!!

Come join Rusty & Co for some guided
sessions in the Quarantine Zone
Fri/Sat morning.

MOONBASE
CRAFTERNOON
FRIDAY 10AM - 4PM
at MOONBASE

Come down and relax in the Maindome
at the MOONBASE for an afternoon of
tinfoil hat making, decorating your kit and
yourself! Spray painting in the open area,
rope crafts inside, and a veritable
arsenal of pretty things to help enhance
and sure up yourself for the weekend
ahead.

CIRQUE DE CUPCAKE
FRIDAY 10AM - 5PM
At THE BAKE SALE
Step right up and see Bakery Productions
present the Cirque de Cupcake located
at the one and only Bake Sale sound
camp and once inside, you will see the
mystical Carnival of Cupcakes! Have your
face painted and partake in the many
family friendly games available! Feast
yourselves on the finest cupcakes,
popcorn, fairy floss and slushies the
carnival has to offer! There will be
non-stop entertainment and activity
stations to keep you entertained.
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F R I DAY

STORYTELLING
AND THE HUMAN
BOOK, WORKSHOP

FRIDAY 10:30AM - 11:30AM
At Blazing Swan Free Library & Lounge
by APRAPS
Join us at our “Talking Circle” under the
trees* to discuss and share experiences
of story telling, and story receiving and
how it has affected you and your relationship with others. Whether you've had
experience or simply wished you had, we
want to talk about what works, and what
we can do at Blazing Swan to bring out
people's amazing stories - stories to
share, to encourage and to inspire.
*Or in our Library Lounge if it is any less
than another perfect day on the playa.

YOU-N-I-VERSE-ALL
LOVE INTERACTIVE
WORKSHOP

CERAMIC TOKENS
WORKSHOP

FRIDAY 11AM - 1PM
At WYVERN DRAGON SCULPTURE
Come and witness the smoke firing of
ceramic dragon and celtic themed
tokens. We are gifting ceramic tokens for
you to keep!

RADICAL INCLUSION
Include someone (maybe yourself)
who you wouldn’t normally include.

FRIDAY 11AM - 12PM
At TRIBAL TRIBE TIPI
By THE LOVE WIZARD

EYE GAZING
WORKSHOP

A Tantric Expansion style workshop to say the least.

FRIDAY 12PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
Fall in love with a stranger.

CAMPA PALOOZA
PARTICIPATION

ON AGAIN TODAY & EVERYDAY
At FAR AWAY TREE TRIBE
Read more on PAGE 19

It’s Friday! Get out there and participate!
EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE! CHECK IN-REAL-LIFE AND LISTEN TO THE GRAPEVINE!

F R I DAY
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ACRO YOGA JAM
FRIDAY 12PM - 1:30PM
By MoVeMeNt MaDdNeSs
At GOD SAID NO

ALLIANCE
WORKSHOP DAY

(OMG THAT'S SOME FUNKY SH*T)
FRIDAY 12PM - 7PM
At ALLIANCE
Come for a crafty day of creating stuff
with the Alliance artists, performers and
helpers. On the cards: UV murals, banner
painting and Doofstick making!

NAKED LIBRARY
FRIDAY 1PM - 9PM
By APRAPS
At BLAZING SWAN LIBRARY & LOUNGE
At the Blazing Swan Free Library we are
always pleased to hear poetry, and
stories being read and stories related
from personal experiences. Spontaneity
and naturalness of expression in an
intimate and safe environment is our aim.
for. Talking of naturalness, being naked
in good and safe company is a too rare
experience for many. So we'll be hosting
'Naked People Browsing (and Reading)', a
clothing optional event on Friday afternoon and evening in the Blazing Swan
Free Library & Lounge. This will be a
'gated' event, with appropriate screening
and certain standards of decorum of
course...

Come Play!! Join us following the Yoga
Rave and discover the elements of Acro
and Partner Play. Find the balance
within. Connect with loved ones, New
friends, And old favorites. This is for
everyone! Families, solo's, lover's, kids,
teens and u!! Spread your wings and fly
blazers!

WHITE TEMPLE
PROCESSION
FRIDAY 1PM - 3PM
Starting at PAPAZAHNS
Come dressed in all white - to join our
sacred procession starting at PapaZahns
camp and winding up at the Temple.
Everyone will have the opportunity to
create their own prayer flag which we will
tie together and hang on the temple. A
chance to honour loved ones; lost and
found, give gratitude and manifest your
dreams and wishes.

RAINBOW TRIBE
BODY PAINTING &
BODY MARBLING
FRIDAY 12PM - 4PM
At Rainbow Tribe
Bring some skin and get body painted,
body marbled, vajazzled and dijazzled!

F R I DAY
LIBERATED LLAMA
ROVING DJ SET

POLYPAN
SPEED DATING

FRIDAY 3PM - 4PM
By THE LIBERATORS
Meet at TNUC Rock
and follow the Llama!

FRIDAY 1PM - 2:30PM
By Mr Chilli The Datemaker
At FORT SWAN

The Liberators team up with Starma
Llama to bring blazing swans biggest
mobile dance party. Complete with
surround sound madness of the Liberator
Bass Wagon + Llama Trolley Sound
System, the party will take you on a
journey of love, connection and movement through Jilakin Rock City and
ending in God Says No for the Liberators
Ultimate SpaceFunk set.

LIFE DRAWING

FRIDAY 3PM - 4:30PM
At ARUMA ART SLOUNGE
Life Drawing at Aruma.

THE LIBERATORS
SPACEFUNK DJ SET
FRIDAY 4PM - 5PM
By THE LIBERATORS
At GOD SAID NO

Complete your Friday afternoon by
unleashing the beast of human connection with playful acts of human connection combined with electrifying dance
music. You will be taken on a cosmic
journey that unifies the heart, mind and
soul in Blazing Swan style. Feel a tangible sense of community unity as each
challenge takes you and your friends to
higher planes of consciousness. You will
finish this super juicy interactive set with
a surprise you won’t want to miss!

To help you find love, in whatever form
that may be for you, we present the 'Evil
Cupid' speed dating system, where
multiple sexualities including bisexual
and polyamorous are catered for. That's
right, this session is Polyamorous/
Homosexual/ Bisexual/ Pansexual/
Couples/ Groups/ (Everybody!) friendly!
Sign-up as an individual, or together with
your existing partner(s)! whether you
seek one or many genders, one or many
partners, we've got you covered. - Evil
Cupid the mischievous computer will
crunch the numbers necessary to match
as many mutually interested parties
together as possible!

FETISH FRIDAY
WORKSHOP SESSIONS
FRIDAY 3PM - 8:30PM
At FORT SWAN
Workshops related to safe, sane and
consensual BDSM practices. Starting
from basics and safety principles through
to where the group decides to go this will
be a great learning and sharing opportunity. Wardens and prisoners of the Fort
alike will learn valuable lessons in the art
of restraint and punishment that won't be
for the faint hearted.

F R I DAY

Events subject to change. Check it out in real life, and listen to the grapevine!

SOCROTEASE:
A SYMPOSIUM

FRIDAY 1PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
A tea drinking discussion in praise of
love, hosted by the former Amazing
Spiderman.

SHIBARI LIFE DRAWING

FRIDAY 1PM
With ROPE SPACE
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
We will provide a limited amount of art
supplies, so arrive early to make sure you
don’t miss out.

SPEED DATING
FRIDAY 4:30PM - 5:30PM
At RAINBOW TRIBE
Speed dating is back again and it's back
with a vengeance! Feeling a little lonely
at the blaze? Wanna find some unicorn
love? Or (arguably) better yet, make
some new friends? Look no further, and
join us at speed dating STRAIGHT AFTER
THE UNICORN PARADE!

ARUMA ART SLOUNGE
GALLERY OPENING
FRIDAY 5PM - 8PM
At ARUMA
Be a part of the Aruma art gallery — we
invite you to present your work — donate
your art work on A4 paper. Come along
to obtain a masterpiece and take home a
piece of art that will bring you memories
of Blazing Swan 2017.

THE SOUND SHOWCASE
FRIDAY 5PM - 8PM
At THE BAKE SALE
Come see what all the talk is about and
hear for yourself what Bakery Productions has to offer. Showcasing the limits
of the full bass reflex system apply
dubbed “Renegatte”.

GOLD & GAUDY
FRIDAY 7PM - SAT 3AM
At PAPAZAHNS
Drip from head to toe in your best (worst)
GOLD ensemble for a glitterati party.
Excess to Impress with Low Brow, High
Fashion. Sexy Jesus Comp! Prizes!

FIRE JAM
FRIDAY 7PM - 9PM
At FIRE TRIBE
Burn all the things!!! Gather your fire
loving friends and come on down for 2
hours of mad fiery fun, straight after
sunset. We provide the fire fuel, safety
gear, burn space and tunes, you provide
the fire toys and crazy moves. Can't spin?
Then come to marvel and cheer at the
spectacle before you. Be there!
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F R I DAY
PHOENIX DREAMS
FRIDAY 5PM - SAT 7AM
At GOD SAID NO
Phoenix dreams is a journey into psychedelic music and arts that focuses on the
positive experiences in this world!!
Aiming to provide a space for freedom of
expression, especially for the local WA
bush doof artists and a chance to build a
more grass roots connection!!! Featuring
artists such as Temperamental Goat,
Techno Butcher, iDna, Beauty School
dropout, Renee Lorna, Fractal Nature,
Matilda Mary, One Pinky Left and Don
Fermano! Hopefully Phoenix dreams will
allow ya to see a bit more colour in this
world!!

SILENT CINEMA
SING-ALONG
EXTRAVAGANZA
FRIDAY 6:30PM - 10PM
At TEENAGE JUNKYARD

The most unique cinematic experience
for kids is here. Teenage Junkyard,
Lollipop Village, & Silent Disco is proud to
present to you the entertainment
phenomenon that will have everyone
singing along in harmony - but not
necessary in tune... the silent cinema
sing-along extravaganza! Join us on a
night of self-expression under the
night-filled stars on the road to infinite
loop where you will be watching, singing,
bopping, chanting (and perhaps dancing)
to your favourite musical animation
movie. Limited spaces so come in early
for this magical screening. It's interactive,
inclusive, infectious, immersive, uplifting,
and irresistible fun!

TALKING CIRCLE
"BEING NAKED
IN PUBLIC"
FRIDAY 5PM - 7:30PM
By APRAPS
At BLAZING SWAN
FREE LIBRARY & LOUNGE

Join with us at our 'Talking Circle' under
the trees* with your favorite readings,
poetry and personal accounts on the
theme of "Being Naked in Public". Billy
tea, perked coffee and hot chocolate are
on the menu, along with blushes and
flushes. Note that the Head Librarian has
declared the library to be a clothing
optional venue between 1pm and 9pm on
Friday. *Or in the Library Lounge if the
weather is any less than perfect...

FETISH FRIDAY
FRIDAY 8PM - SAT 2AM
At FORT SWAN
The Blazing freaks come out to be bad
on good Friday. Fort Swan and friends
invites you to a wild space for kinky self
expression and fun partying. The music
will be down and dirty and performances
by experienced kinksters (and possibly
some new trainees) will excite your
senses. Photography by prior consent
only and respectful behavior is mandatory. The Fort Swan wardens will swiftly
evict anyone breaking the law of safe,
sane and consensual. Dressed up or
dressed down, an effort is required,
please don't attend in civvies as this is a
military event and the mistress is strict!

F R I YAY
SONGS FROM A DOME
FRIDAY 8PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE

Worldly voices return to Shiva’s Tea
House again this year. Join us after
dinner for an intimate evening of Music,
Song, Dance, and unique performances
before you venture into the wildness of
the night.

GOON OF FORTUNE

FRIDAY 8PM - SAT 8AM
By Sa Bowles & Kym Ivanac
Where? EVERYWHERE
Come get the hangover you deserve by
playing this iconic Aussie backyard game
that we will bring to you!

DΣLIVΣRΣΠCΣ
∆T ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

FRIDAY 8PM - SAT 2AM
At THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ
Welcome to the jungle of the Deep South
city slackers. Prepare yourselves for a
banjo battlin, 'baccy spittin, swamp gas
sniffin, voodoo chillin, piggy sqealin,
moonshine runnin, thigh slappin, back
country hoedown like only THΣ CHURCH
ΩF ΒΣLLOGΣRΣΠCΣ can present!
Live dirty grass roots blues with a grungy
ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠT edge will echo into the
night against the backdrop of the haunted moon as 'Bar Dead by Dawn' pumps
out filthy southern cocktails that are sure
to make hair sprout out of your once pure
virgin skin in all of the ungodly places.
This is a themed party folks, dress Hick,
Voodoo, Zombie, Daisy Duke or Cletus
and get down early for a bowl of gumbo
around the camp fire-this ones going to
be a cracker!

RUMS AND BUMS
LINGERIE GET DOWN
FRIDAY 8PM TILL LATE
At SHADYNASTY'S
You can’t spell DRUM & BASS without
RUM & ASS! Come cut shapes in what
makes your bum look best! Ladies get
your lingerie and booty shorts out! Men
get your best undies and finest button
ups on, we’re partying in style! wild drum
and bass, rum based drinks, indoor
heater to keep your buns warm and a
Drum and Bass Rinse off! we’ve got all
your Friday night party needs.

RAINBOW TRIBE
UV
BODY PAINTING
PARTY
FRIDAY 8PM - 12PM
At RAINBOW TRIBE
Join us under the UV black lights for
radical self-expression at it’s best! Body
painting and body marbling using UV
reactive neon paints. Dance under UV
lights with your new body paint outfit!

SEXY SUMO
AT MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY 11:55PM - 12:40AM
At TRIBAL TRIBE
A fun non-aggressive anything-goes
Sumo wrestle your partner out of the
rope-light ring, but in sexy outfits.
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S AT U R DAY

PASTEY MAKING
WORKSHOP
SATURDAY 1PM - 4PM
At CAMP UNICORN

Are your tits looking a lil naked? Do they
need decorating? Come to Camp Unicorn
to make some titty decoration (pasties)!

WORKSHOP - READING
PLEASURE & PROFIT
SATURDAY 10AM - 11AM
At BLAZING SWAN FREE LIBRARY
& LOUNGE

Join us at our Talking Circle under the
trees* to discuss and share experiences
of how reading has opened doors for us
and those we love. We are particularly
keen to hear stories of how children get
into reading, how we cope with reading
difficulties, and the future of reading in a
world of tweeting. We will have billy tea
and perked coffee and hot chocolate to
enjoy while we wrestle with the question
of the fate of the civilized world... *Or in
our Library Lounge if the weather is
anything less than perfect...

GONG YOGA

SATURDAY 10AM - 11AM
At GOD SAID NO
Gentle yoga practice with Gong vibrations… come get loose with Kym Ivanac.

RADICAL SELF
EXPRESSION
Bring the inside you to the outside!

ELEMENTAL
BODY ART
EXHIBITION

SATURDAY 10AM - 4PM
At RAINBOW TRIBE
An exhibition of BODY PAINTING and
BODY MARBLING, with live humans as
the canvasses. GET INVOLVED! Come
and get body painted, come and paint a
body, it’s EASY and FUN! Every body
shape and size is welcomed and
celebrated. No experience is necessary,
and we have experienced artists to show
you how. Body painting from 10AM come EARLY as possible if you want a full
body painted. The ROVING EXHIBITION
starts at 4PM, when we parade our
human art pieces through the streets of
Jilakin Rock City.

DRAGON PAINTING

SATURDAY 11AM - 1PM
At WYVERN DRAGON SCULPTURE
Dragon themed postcard painting. The
aim is to create a dragon wall for the
camp or if you wish just keep your
painting. We will be using water colour,
acrylics, pencils, etc.

TRIBAL LOVE
SPEED-DATING

SATURDAY 11:11AM - 11:55AM
By BELL & THE LOVE WIZARD
At TRIBAL TRIBE TIPI
Your vibe is your tribe.. and perhaps
more?! Perhaps you'll find a date for the
Effigy Burn.. who knows! Event time is
approximate and we will go with the flow.
Come and join in at any time, and be part
of the single mingle fun!

S AT U R DAY
FOLLOWING
THE WHITE RABBIT
SATURDAY 12PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE

Follow them feels that are inside, and the
mind that tricks will stand aside.

MILITARY GAMES
SATURDAY 2PM - 4PM
At FORT SWAN

Test your mettle or point and laugh as
others participate in tests of skill and
stupidity. Then for the Cup and Blazing
Swan bragging rights any other camp is
invited to face off against Fort Swan in
the tug-O-warrrrr!! All followed by drinks
and tale-telling before the Swan burns.

EXPRESSING CONSENT
IN SEXUALISED
ENVIRONMENTS
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LYP SYNC BATTLE
SATURDAY 3PM - 5PM
At PAPAZAHNS

Your talent might be raw and it may shatter
the decibels across your household. You
know every word to your favourite song,
every dance performance yet your voice
sounds like a hyena just sat on a pound of
chilli. You rule every karaoke bar until the
police have to escort you out because you
won't give anyone else a turn. Well just
forget about the singing!!!! JUST
PERFORM! Lip Sync battle is about
stepping out of your comfort zone and
performing your song of choice without the
need to sing. That’s right do what all the
celebrities are currently doing and perform
to a backing track. It's how Britney got her
record deal! Winner of the Lip Sync Battle
gets the all new GOLDEN MICROPHONE
TROPHY. Last year the competition was
fierce and this year it's sure to be
ferocious. You must pre-register at
papazahns.com to perform. Registration
guarantees you a spot on the stage!

SATURDAY 2PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE

A.K.A. “What I Learnt from the Orgy
Dome at Burning Man”, this talk contains
adult themes.

USO SHOW

SATURDAY 8PM TILL LATE
At FORT SWAN
Fort Swan returns with their infamous
variety talent show. Prepare to be
entertained by show dancers, fire,
strippers, fire, singers, DJ's, fire, tanks
and helicopters. WE WANT YOU!! pssst
did I mention FIRRREEEEE?

REVERSE LIFE DRAWING
SATURDAY 3PM - 4PM
At ARUMA ART SLOUNGE!
Reverse Lifedrawing @ 3pm Saturday.

EXPLORING ‘THE GIFT’
FOR SELF CARE
/ DEVELOPMENT
SATURDAY 4PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE

Exploring the power/potential of "The Gift" in
aiding self development and self care.

S AT U R DAY
FIRE CONCLAVE
CONVERGENCE

GOD SAID NO
SATURDAY

SATURDAY 5PM - 7PM
At FIRE TRIBE

SATURDAY 5PM - SUN 7AM
At GOD SAID NO

Fire Conclave is the fire-dancing spectacle that happens around the base of the
Effigy before it burns. The Fire Conclave
Convergence is the coming together of
all the fire twirlers at Blazing Swan to
create this spectacle. We need you! We
want as many fire twirlers as possible to
participate in this event, so that we can
create something truly magical.

Saturday at God Said No will feature a
number of Blazing Swan regulars as well
as a few newcomers. Hosted by Filth &
Pleasure, they will be joined by Blazing
regulars Renee Lorna, Damien Blaze,
Nish Mann, Christian Skinner, and
first-time Blazers Carl Drake and Baux, to
bring you the very best in Deep House,
Tech House and Techno from 5pm,
through sunset, to sunrise and beyond.
Bring a drinking vessel, your dancing
shoes and a positive, all embracing
attitude.

All fire twirlers are encouraged to be a
part of Fire Conclave. However, to
participate you MUST be at Fire Tribe at
5PM for the safety briefing and Conclave
performance plan. You are required to
bring your own fire props, we will supply
fire fuel and fire safety gear. We also
encourage you to dress up, so that you
look fabulous while performing. Please
spread the word to any fire folk you know
about this event, so that we can create
some magic together.

THIS!

2017 ELEMENTAL
EFFIGY BURN
SATURDAY SUNSET
By BLAZING SWAN
At THE EFFIGY

The main event! Gather by the effigy to
watch the Swan get set ablaze and burn
to the ground! Our biggest celebration!

TALKING CIRCLE "JOURNEY
TO A NEW LAND"
SATURDAY 5PM - 9:30PM
BY APRAPS
At BLAZING SWAN FREE LIBRARY &
LOUNGE
We have all come here from somewhere
else. What are these journeys, how have
they affected us, what have we learned
and what can we teach others? We are
all passing by, but none of us leave the
world unaffected. Here there'll be
stories of dispossession, searching and
finding hope and friendship - share them,
share the love...

S AT U R DAY
FIRE JAM
POST EFFIGY BURN
SATURDAY 8PM - 9PM
At FIRE TRIBE

ΒL∆CK M∆SS
SATURDAY 8PM - SUN 2AM
At THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

ΒL∆CK M∆SS returns as DJ Hatchet arms
the decks with the most sadistic METAL
We will be hosting a Fire Jam after the
Jilakin Rock City has ever witnessed.
Effigy burn. (Start time is dependant on
the burn time of the Effigy.) So if the Fire Hatchet has promised this chapter of the
ΒL∆C M∆SS chronical to be a no holds
Conclave got your fiery juices flowing
barred bloodthirsty screamfest of max
and you want to burn some more...head
brutality. Come prepared for battle in
over to Fire Tribe, post-burn, for more
your darkest attire and enjoy an evil
burning mayhem. As usual, we will
evening the likes of which only THΣ
provide the fire fuel, safety gear, burn
CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ can present.
space and tunes, you provide the fire
NUNS WITH FLAMETHROWERS will be
toys and crazy moves.
present and 'Dead by Dawn' will be
serving sinister concoctions until the
early hours.

MASSIVE BEATS
BOUTIQUE

SATURDAY 7PM - SUN 5AM
At FIRE TRIBE

THE BIG PARTY

SATURDAY 8PM - SUN 8AM
UV SPACE PARTY!!!! Engage HyperAT THE BAKE SALE
speed with MASSIVE BEATS BOUTIQUE!!
Featuring DJ's MEAT KATIE, Sistym, Obi, The Bake Sale will be offering 12 hours of
ElKymbo, Gooders and more channelling
Pumping Party Music. Come Feast on
the best sounds down your lucky
Some Tasty Tasty Beats.
earholes!! The Empire will provide a Dark
and Stormy Trooper drink while the
Rebels will fight back with a rum punch!!!
Come adorned in your favourite space
themed getup and glow the night away!!!
Lightsabres optional, but recommended.
SATURDAY 9PM - SUN 3AM

DROP THE BASS
SOLUTION!
AT THE LAB

HOPES & FEARS

Where mixing up volatile sub-genres &
kicking into Hyper drive. Playing Tech,
Neurofunk & Dark Drum & Bass then
Look out for the addition of the ‘Burner’
converting
arrangements of synthetic
extension pack to the magnetic words on
rhythms
and
layered
melodies created by
that awesome red SWAN fridge…get
high
tempo
riffs….A.K.A
Psytrance!!
creative you beautiful Blazers!
SATURDAY
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S U N DAY
BANANAS IN PAJAMAS
SUNDAY 9:11AM - 11:11AM
At BANANA BOMBA
An AM dance party in pyjamas drink
blend up bananas.

WORKSHOP THE INTERIOR STORY

NUDE YOGA

SUNDAY 10:30AM - 11:30AM
BY APRAPS
At BLAZING SWAN FREE LIBRARY &
LOUNGE

SUNDAY 10AM - 11AM
by JOEY and AIMEE
at RAINBOW TRIBE
Relaxational nude yoga for everyone,
lead by male and female instructors in a
relaxed and casual class. Join us from
10am under the Rainbow Tribe tent.

SOUND JOURNEY
SUNDAY 10AM - 11AM
At GOD SAID NO
One hour of blissful vibrational mediation
with gongs, crystal bowls and various
percussion lead by Kym Ivanac.

MAGICAL LOVE
INTERACTIVE
WORKSHOP
SUNDAY 11AM - 1PM
By THE LOVE WIZARD
At TRIBAL TRIBE
A magical workshop to (re)connect with
the multi-dimensional nature of love.

Do you keep a diary? Have you sneaked
a look at someone else's? At out Talking
Circle under the trees* we look at the
interior story and ask about your experiences and reflections, and particularly
about whether recording your life has
changed how you live and see your life.
Bring along your diary, or someone
else's, your stories and your tips. You
know your secrets are safe with us....
*Or in the Library Lounge if the weather is
any less than marvelous.

HAPI SOUND
MEDITATION

SUNDAY 12PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
Join us in a journey through sound.

EC.STATIC DANCE
SUNDAY 2PM - 4PM
By THE LIBERATORS
At THE LAB

The Liberators fire up the Lab for a
session were dancing has no limits.

S U N DAY
WHOSE LINE IS IT
ANYWAY?
& SUNDAY SESSION
BALLPIT PARTY
SUNDAY 2PM - TEMPLE BURN
At SHADYNASTY'S
Come watch and participate in our
bootleg version of your favourite comedy
game show! Raw comedy and Tequila on
the menu, long Island Ice Tea for our
participants – bring down your friends
and try your hand at the funniest game
show around! (singing voice not a
requirement). Hang around and chillax
awhile after and indulge in our funky
Deep house ball pit party, cranking 4/4
until the burn.

ESSENTIAL OILS
WORKSHOP

SUNDAY 2PM
At SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
Discover the magic of essential oils.

THE BLAZING KIDS
VARIETY SHOW!

SUNDAY 4PM - 4:45PM
By TEENAGE JUNKYARD & LOLLIPOP
VILLAGE At FORT SWAN
Throughout the week Teenage Junkyard's
crazy teens and Lollipop Village's goofy
kids have been practicing their choreographed dances, singing, magic, comedy
and more - for the Blazing Kids Variety
Show! Any talented (or hilariously untalented!) kids who want to start practising
before the event are encouraged to work
on whatever they would like to do to be a
part of this exciting show!

THE BIG DRESS
EASTER SUNDAY
PARADE
SUNDAY 2PM - 4PM
By CAFE U ‘N TEA
Meet at KALEIDOSCOPE MANDALA
AND BLACK LAGOON
Southern Belle meets Wedding Dress
Drag! Think hoop skirts, massive petticoats, crinolines, prom dresses - whatever takes your fancy. We'll form a procession of Big Dress goodness through the
streets of Blazing Swan to conclude at
God Said No for celebrations! Join in or
cheer us along.

LIFE DRAWING
SUNDAY 3PM
BY JOEY ENTERTAINER
At RAINBOW TRIBE
Have you ever had the chance to draw a
naked body from a life model? Well this
one is for both expierenced artists and
the keen to learn newbie! Joey Entertainer is a professional life model, and
will be presenting a series of nude poses
for you to capture on paper. This life
drawing class can be as serious or as fun
as you like!

DRUMMING WORKSHOP
SUNDAY 5PM - 6PM
At TRIBAL TRIBE

West African djembe and dun dun
workshop.
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S U N DAY
SUNDAY 5:30PM - 7:30PM
By APRAPS
At BLAZING SWAN FREE LIBRARY
& LOUNGE

2017 ELEMENTAL TEMPLE
BURN
SUNDAY SUNSET
At THE TEMPLE

THIS!

TALKING CIRCLE
- SECRETS

A solumn and reflective event, when we
set ablaze the Elemental Temple. As the
fire consumes the Temple, we make peace.

Join with us at our Talking Circle under
Take some time to prepare and visit the
the trees* to explore Secrets. Secrets
Temple before hand. Make your intention,
undiscovered, exposed, and unspeakout loud or in silence. Use the temple as a
able - is this the time and place? Persacred place and time to deal with your
haps it is.... Bring your stories and
shit. Write your words on the wood before
experiences, and most of all your secrets
it burns, and feel the release when it’s
to our warm and friendly (and intensely
ablaze!
curious) gathering, where we'll sip from
and splutter in our cups of billy tea,
Acess the temple every day until Sunday.
perked coffee and hot chocolate.
The Temple will be closed for burn prepa*Or in our library lounge if the weather is
ration on Sunday mid-morning.
anything less than tremendous.

AN EVENING OF
WORDS, SPOKEN
SUNDAY 6PM - 8PM
At POM POM PALACE

Lip-scythes and soothesayers to seduce
your senses. Bring us your poems, your
prose, a wily pen after the Temple burn.

ECSTATIC
DRUM ‘N’ DANCE
SUNDAY 9PM - 10PM
At TRIBAL TRIBE

Ecstatic dance (no talking, guided dance)
with drumming and DJ.

ALLIANCE IN
WONDERLAND

SUNDAY 7PM - MON 5AM
At ALLIANCE
Theme: Alliance In Wonderland.
Music: Banging beats by MICAH and more.
Bar: Yep. Rum punch...

DANGER ACID
(AND TECNO)

SUNDAY 9:30PM - MON 2AM
At THE LAB
Tonight we party under wavelengths no
longer than 400 nanometres.
The Lab will be filled with UV glowing
Acid tanks. Whilst the Lab crew belt out
high PURITY Techno. Come dressed in
your reactive wears and ready to be
visually stimulated.

S U N DAY
SAFARI SUNDAY

MVMNT

SUNDAY 9PM - MON 3AM
At PAPAZAHNS

SUNDAY 9PM - MON 7AM
At GOD SAID NO

After the burn, assemble your pride and
stampede your way to the Oasis in the
Desert for Papazahns Safari Soiree...
Get creative with your wildest animal
prints, fabulous furs and sexy skins for a
ROARRRRRRRING good time.
The menagerie awaits!

Inspired by dance and rhythm the Mvmnt
collective continually seek to bring a
depth in experience and expression
through music by cultivating a warm and
intimate atmosphere where 4x4 beats
and friendships are explored on the
dance floor.

FURRY SUMO
AT MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY 11:55PM - 12:40AM
At TRIBAL TRIBE
Fun non-aggressive Sumo for furry
animals or mythical beasts (includes
unicorns and dinosaurs). Push your
opponent out of the rope light ring.

Dive deep into the sounds of melodic,
percussive & progressive tech house &
techno brought lovingly by a stellar line
up of artists as well as a an environment
and atmosphere cultivated by the large
cohort of the extended mvmnt family also
present for the evening. It's an exercise
in connection through movement
(mvmnt) and aural stimulation, join us in
the dance.

THE BURN
AFTER PARTY
SUNDAY 9PM - MIDNIGHT
At THE BAKE SALE

DECOMMODIFCATION

Celebrate the beautiful spectacular which
is the burn with an after party to end all
after parties.

It’s a fancy word for sharing, not
profiting. Share what you have, and
together we have so much more!

EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE! CHECK IN-REAL-LIFE AND LISTEN TO THE GRAPEVINE!
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M O N DAY

Events subject to change. Check it out in real life, and listen to the grapevine!

MAGICAL LOVE
SUNRISE TOUR
MONDAY 6AM - 8AM
By THE LOVE WIZARD
At CAVE ROCK (Landmark)
(Re)connecting in with the magical nature
of the multi-dimensional beings of love
that we all are.

TALKING CIRCLE
"MY BLAZING
EXPERIENCE"
MONDAY 10:30AM - 11:30AM
By APRAP
At BLAZING SWAN FREE LIBRARY
& LOUNGE
Join with us at our Talking Circle under
the trees* to unload, express and
explode with all of our feelings and
stories of our experience of Blazing
Swan. Mime, cry or expound on what it
means for you to be here, what has
affected you, what you have affected,
how it has changed your life forever. If
you can remember... Talk about your
fears, your hopes and your strangest
experiences and we'll score them out of
ten... Come and amaze us... *Or in the
Library Lounge if the weather is anything
less than orgasmic.

GONG YOGA
MONDAY 10AM - 11AM
At GOD SAID NO
Gentle yoga practice with Gong vibrations… come get loose with Kym Ivanac.

RADICAL
SELF-RELIANCE
How did you survive Blazing Swan?
Make a note what you might need to
bring or do next year.

M O N DAY
HOPES & FEARS

BEAUTIFUL BUTTONS

MONDAY

MONDAY 11AM - 1PM
At WYVERN DRAGON SCULPTURE

For fuck’s sake…looks like some fucker
has added the ‘Turn the air blue’ extension pack to those fuckbrain magnetic
words on that fucktard of a SWAN
fridge…go fuck yourself you fuckhole of a
fuckwad!

Create your own buttons/badges to
keep. Use your own artwork or something already scanned in.

TROPICAL
HAWAIIAN SHIRTS
(PANTS OPTIONAL)
PARTY
GIFTING
It’s Monday and everyone is getting tired.
It’s a perfect time to offer a gift!
Keep your eyes open and you’ll
see someone that needs your gift.

DAYZE GO BYE
MONDAY 10AM - 5PM
At FORT SWAN
Why not get wasted Monday? Day party
in the sun featuring an eclectic mix of
new and old school classic tunes from
dayze gone by. And DJs spinning vinyl so
old that the T-Rex needed an assistant to
put it on! Troops in the sun theme and a
foam machine (if we can get that one
approved biodegradable foam of course).
So come and have a wasted Monday at
the Fort.

MONDAY 12PM - 8PM
At GOD SAID NO
In not-so-common God Said No style get
on down early for the last official party
under the pyramid. Enjoy some sweet
tropical punch and some pumping feel
good tunes providing the perfect refection of an amazing week. Wear your
loudest and craziest Hawaiian style shirt,
pants are optional.
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M O N DAY
GREASY MADDNESS
CABARET

THEME CAMP
FAMILY FEUD

MONDAY 4PM - 5PM
By MoVeMeNt MaDdNeSs
At GREASY PIRATES
SLUDGE SMUGGLER

MONDAY 1PM - LATE
At SHADYNASTY'S

Keep your eyes peeled for the Greasy
Pirates Smudge Smuggler Vessel...
Cruising the currents of the Playa ~
delivering a showcase Cabaret performance! Join us in parade with all your
finest pirate costumes as we return to our
dock ... where we will get delisciously
greasy to the greasiest of beats.

GRUNDY WALK OFF
MONDAY 1PM - 3PM
At PAPAZAHNS
In the animal kingdom, males use a
variety of techniques to attract their mate.
This can include gift giving, nest building
or a singing/dancing demonstration in
which they flaunt their stuff for their
partner to see. This is a show for all the
males to strut their stuff, flaunt their
feathers and put on a show of utmost
sexiness which will leave their female
counterparts with gaping mouths and
puddles of drool everywhere. (Maybe
even starting the next floods of Blazing
Swan.) So Gentleman grab your best
bottoms and strut your stuff down our cat
walk to impress the ladies and take out
the title. Our panel of judges, along with
crowd support will help crown the winner
of the 3nd Annual Grundy Walk Off at
PapaZahns.

Come find out which of the theme camps
will come out on top in our special theme
camp edition of this classic family game
show! We’ll be surveying hundreds of
blazers for the answers to our questions,
come for a beverage and stay for the
show! We’ll be cranking tunes and
clearing out our booze stash, so stay and
party awhile.

POTLUCK DINNER
SATURDAY 5:30PM - 7PM
At SERENE GREEN
Bring a pot of food to create a shared
feast. Or even bring your odd, unloved
vegetables to us earler so we can use up
some of the food before most of us head
home the next day.

M OANR D
TAY
TALKING CIRCLE
"MY BLAZING
EXPERIENCE"
MONDAY 5:30PM - 7:30PM
By APRAP
At BLAZING SWAN FREE LIBRARY
& LOUNGE
Join with us at our Talking Circle under
the trees* to unload, express and
explode with all of our feelings and
stories of our experience of Blazing
Swan. Mime, cry or expound on what it
means for you to be here, what has
affected you, what you have affected,
how it has changed your life forever. If
you can remember... Talk about your
fears, your hopes and your strangest
experiences and we'll score them out of
ten... Come and amaze us... *Or in the
Library Lounge if the weather is anything
less than superb.

GOD SAID NO
CLOSING PARTY
WITH SPECIAL GUEST
MONDAY 8PM - TUE 3AM
At GOD SAID NO
This is the last chance to party on
through the night on the ever so epic
God Said No dance floor. Beats will be
provided by a special guest international
superstar, followed by some of Blazing
Swans finest party DJs.
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MAGICAL LOVE
SUNSET TOUR
MONDAY 6PM
By THE LOVE WIZARD
At TRIBAL TRIBE
A magical love tour to (re)connect in with
the multi-dimensional being you are.

FIRE JAM
MONDAY 7PM
At FIRE TRIBE
This is your last chance to burn all the
things!!! Gather your fire loving friends
and come on down for 2 hours of mad
fiery fun, straight after sunset. We provide
the fire fuel, safety gear, burn space and
tunes, you provide the fire toys and crazy
moves. Can't spin? Then come to marvel
and cheer at the spectacle before you.
Be there!

MOVIE PREMIERE
FAGS IN THE FASTLINE
MONDAY 11PM
By BELLIGERENCE
At CHILLCAMP
Brought to you by Bellogerence, you ain't
never seen no movie like this before!
This is Fags in the Fastlane DEBUT
screening BEFORE it hits REVELATION
FILM FEST.

EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE! CHECK IN-REAL-LIFE AND LISTEN TO THE GRAPEVINE!

ART
Find the # number on each art piece around Jilakin Rock City

#01
ATTACK THE RAMPARTS
AND BE DAMNED
Artist COLIN CHRISTENSEN

Yes, the fire throwing trebuchet is back.
Don't know what a trebuchet is? It is a
mediaeval war engine that many will
incorrectly identify as a catapult. And it
throws stuff. But is it ART? Well, that is
for you to determine. Alternatively it is a
"big boys toy". It could be an item on a
bucket list. Or something that throws
some fire into the sky. Or an opportunity
for a cool selfie. Regardless of how you
see it, you are invited to pull the trigger,
shout out something meaningless and
launch a ball of fire. So, if nothing else, it
is fun. And isn’t that what art should be?

#03
CYCLESCHEMA

Concept, Bikes KRISTAN ANGEL
Hardware CARY WINTLE
Code TIM GILCHRIST
Visual Interface STEVE BERRICK
Cycleschema is an experiment in human
behaviour presented by the brethren
behind THΣ CHURCH ΩF ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ.
An interactive bicycle facility will be
unleashed upon Jilikan Rock City for the
period of Blazing Swan 2017.
Cycleschema is an experiment in
visualising the effects of Blazing Swan on
human cognitivity through code via GPS
to create an organic schematic to be
observed by the community on a large
projected image.

#04
#02
BANANA BAR
By DAVE SHEEHAN

It's yellow. It's mobile. It has refreshments.
No it’s not a yellow cab turned Uber.
It's BANANA BAR! Hop on and hop off for
easy access around JRC!

DOORS OF PERCEPTION
Artist WADE HARRISON

"I have lived on the lip of insanity,
wanting to know reasons,
knocking on a door.
It opens.
I've been knocking from the inside.”
- Rumi

ART
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Find the # number on each art piece around Jilakin Rock City

#05

#09

ELECTRIC SHOE BIKE

GIANT WOMBAT
MEGA FAUNA

Artist DAVID CRYER

The war against the double jeesuz! rages
on... Will the humble shoe reign supreme
in what may be a sneaker peek into
Blazing Swan future cycle transport?

#06
ELEMENTS
by ELEMENTS

Reflective platonic and trapezohedron
shapes hang from a ceiling. Look into these
“infinity shapes” for as long as you dare!

#07
FREE THE MAN
Artist DAN FREEMAN

Stainless steel sculpture.
Part bird, part robot, part human?

Artist ANDREW LITSTER

A mega fauna wombat, that’s going
to be set on fire!

#10
HOPES & FEARS

STEVE SOAMES (AKA POMMIE)
RICHARD MORUP (AKA RISKY)
A participatory art piece for radical
self-expression. Fear is a constant
companion to anyone stepping out of
their comfort zone. Fear grows in
darkness and diminishes in the light.
Use the chalkboard to name your fear
and expose it to the light. Erased daily.
In a dark world, hope is our belief that
things can change for the better.
Like just about all life forms on our
planet, hope is nourished by light.
Express your hopes here with our
playful fridge magnets.

QUESTIONABLUS
#08 GENUS
Artist NIC COMPTON
As a child (and still) I enjoy beach combing hoping to find some unknown creature
washed ashore. As I never did discover this elusive creature I had to create my
own. Genus Questionablus is a combination of different species of marine life
washed up and decomposing. The sculpture might ask questions of the state of
our oceans. The Great Barrier Reef springs to mind. Or is it a great Fukushima fish
somehow related to Godzilla?

ART

Find the # number on each art piece around Jilakin Rock City

#11
KOASIS CHAINSAW
SCULPTURE
Artist JAY PYRATE
A live action chainsaw sculpture
over 2-3 days.

#15
PORTAL

Artist JOHN GRONO
The circle is a simple and powerful form,
throughout the Cosmos; In our cells,
or in the math we have uncovered;
and always in our art.

#16
#12
LIGHT SPEED

Artist OBIGLEN MASON
From the inner mind of the artist who
brought you the worlds largest Chestahedron and the Pyrapus Octomyd, brings
you LIGHT SPEED! A series of 10 towers,
over 4 meters tall sending light between
the towers at staggering 300000 km per
second!!

RAINBOW GATE

Artist WICK
Technical Lead KIRK HAWTHORN
An illuminated gate of seven arches. Step
through the collective vortex of seven
arches to new reality.

#17
RESONATION STATION
Artist KAY ROCK

#13
OBELISK OF FIRE
Artist JEREMY SHAW

Made from a steel frame and plywood in
the shape of short obelisk.

#14

θεοφάνεια

by PSYCHEDELIC BROCCOLI
A four metre tall fire tornado!

A space for people to connect, create
and resonate with each other through an
interactive audio experience. Within the
Resonation Station a unique experience
is created that demands each participant
to be present in the moment.

#18
SAW DUST
FLAME CANNON

Artists JEREMEY SHAW and MR FIXIT
Never under estimate the potential
of dusty dry wood...

ART
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#19
THE LAST ECHIDNA
Artist WESLEY HARNEY

The increasing irrelevance of our smallest denomination coupled with the 50th
anniversary of the decimal system in
Australia spawned the inspiration for this
sculpture. The high cost of production
and increasing electronic transactions
prompts the question do we still need the
trusty echidna?

#20

#23
WORMHOLE RELOADED
By TEAM WORMHOLE

TRIHIFIREWIRE

The Wormhole from 2016 is back with
some modifications.

From the birth of fire to modern day
lighting technologies, what future
discoveries lay ahead for the humble
electromagnetic wave photon?

#24

Artists ROB 'KRUMPET' KIWI
& FRANKY MITCHELL

#21
UNFURL

Artist JASON MAXLOW
In the wake of the timber boom of last
century, vast areas of Perth hills forest were
clear felled to fuel the fires of industry. As
the echoes of axe, saw and steam trains
faded across the valleys, a fresh eco-friendly community and way of life emerged from
the smoldering ashes. “Unfurl” is a
response to the birth of new life represented here in steel as the opening of a
blossom and the unfurling of a frond.

WYVERN
Artist RICHARD CAPSTICK
Designer PATRICK GEE
Design Assistant/Media SAM CAPSTICK
Media Assistant ISOBEL GEE
Camp Manager SUZANNE GEE

The Wyvern (mystical dragon) installation
is inspired by the creativity and vibrancy
of Burning Man festival, which we are
excited to bring to our regional backyard
Blazing Swan. This art piece is part of the
WYVERNIA theme camp where we will
conduct several dragon themed
workshops to gift to the Blazing Swan
community! See the Events for more
information.

SAFETY
MEDICAL
In the case of a life-threatening
emergency, call 000 and alert
the nearest Ranger or Medic.

RA N G E RS
Volunteer rangers are on patrol 24/7
around Jilakin Rock City. If you need help,
information or just a hug, these Blazing Swan
heros are always close by.

First aid is available near Camp Hart,
see the map on page 26.

SPEED
There is a strict speed limit of 8km/h
throughout Jilakin Rock City. Whether
you’re entering / exiting the city or have a
bad ass mutant vehicle, you must abide
by this speed. (speed cameras have
been placed around the city revenue
raising).
Mutant Art Vehicles must be approved by
DMT prior to event and if driven at night
be visible / Illuminated.

CR E W
Ranger’s, Medics and Event Crew are
working around the clock to create an
amazing event and environment. Please
keep in mind ALL of these individuals are
volunteering their time. Help them out as
much as possible and appreciate their
time and effort. Thank you and enjoy!

F I RE
Please do not light any unauthorised fires
or any other open flames. Authorised
fires must not be left unattended.
Respect the safety perimeters, Fire
Wardens, Rangers and other Crew
members.
If someone is not lucid enough to act in a
safe and responsible manner, please
inform a Ranger or Crew member.

LIGHTING
It gets kinda dark at night and we’d sure
like to see you! Make yourself seen, and
wear head-lamps, torches, LED lights,
and other bright flashing stuff. It looks
amazing, and it keeps you safe from
getting trampled by unicorns.

Background Art by David Cryer

